The research paper below gives analyses of different kinds of edge detection algorithms, with gradient structure, observed on a bit-plane model. Even though each bit contains certain part of information of the image, different algorithms for edge detection of the image do not perform identically, which is proved on a practical example of this work. Research has been conducted via the analysis done on the individual level through the exact image, as well as through the extent of 350 images characteristic for digital transformation of image. Each result, based on structural similarity model (SSIM), is given using the extent of the details level that was observed.
INTRODUCTION
Every bit of image memory contains certain information about the image. On the other hand, detection algorithms at different conditions give different results, which is proved in work papers [1] - [3] . Although according to the classic definition of digital transformation of image specified in literature [4] , and many other literature sources considered to be fundamental in this field [5] - [7] , higher bits are used for edge defining, but the relation between edge detection and bit plane is not explained. Based on quantitative research for each bit separately researchers gave suggestions and propositions that certain algorithm should be used for certain scientific domain, for example Sober for Robotics, etc.
It is important to point out that certain scientific fields that are highly dependent on transformation of large number of images, such as Photogrammetry or Forensics takes into consideration all kinds of bits of one image (all 8), [8] . Then, certain algorithms are applied to bring out confident conclusions. Processing time is decreased up to four times by reduction of processed bits. The above-mentioned fields use large bases of processed, that is compared, images for the analysis, which complicates the processes. If it were possible to approximately determine which bit contains most information regarding specific algorithm, then only some parts of image bits would be processed/compared. These particularities of different edge detection algorithms have defined them for diverse purposes areas. Theoretically, advantages and disadvantages could be discussed unlike superiority of an algorithm, neither in spatial domain nor in frequency domain.
METHODOLOGY
Original images were processed by an operator for digital images edge detection by decomposing them at the bit level by the bit 24 model record (8 bits per channel). Then each bit was compared with the image obtained with the help of a processing operator for edge detection with structural similarity model SSIM. All images used in processing were in TIFF format to avoid the possibility of losing them to the conversion. Also, all images were used in the theoretical framework of digital image processing and deliberations in various scientific works, so, the results of this work are measurable with other works. Representative image and part of the overall database of used images are shown in Fig. 1 . Analysis goal was to bring out joint conclusions via two completely separated analyses -an analysis through the separate examples and through the complete overview on all characteristic images.
The first analyzed specific range of level of details presented with one image that exemplified the certain range. This kind of process was repeated over and over for different edge detection algorithms with an aim, to determine the potential for each bit in regard to the assigned algorithm image edges.
The second one analyzed all images that included into the specific range of level of details. Results of this analysis would give compared review of algorithm for edge detection and their nature over bit plane.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Bit-plane
If it is assumed that each pixel in image is presented by 8 bits. Those 8 bits could be decomposed into 8 layers. Figure 2 shows range from the layer 1 which contains bits with the lowest importance to the layer 8 containing bits with the highest importance. This implies when image is firstly converted into greyscale palette regarding lightening and reflections [9] .
This kind of analysis is important because it gives relative importance for each bit of image. It determines number of bit which is used for each quantization pixel, and have an important role in image compression [10] . 
Level of Details (LoD)
Level of details is a measure of pixel value variation on the observed image. Frequent changes are expressed as high level of details, and vice versa. This image phenomenon, in most cases, does not appear on complete observed image but only on certain parts of the image. Therefore, the level of details could be observed over spatial and frequency domain.
The simplest kind of edge detection is the one that appears when image is divided into rectangle KxM pixels. This exact rectangle is used to measure number of pixels, number of changes or number of edges depending on defined ledge, inside of this rectangle. Formally and mathematically it is represented as follows:
Where i n δ relates to number of detected pixel edges inside of that rectangle km dimensions. In this case edge detection must be carried out over some algorithm used for edge detection. In most cases the used operator is a Laplacian operator for edge detection. As an outcome, errors in account can be counted based on errors defined by Laplacian operator. As well as range of observed pixels on which edges are defined in range between 0 and 1, for some certain rectangle i n δ [1] . Next step depends on applied transformation over observed image.
The structural similarity index (SSIM)
To avoid subjective evaluation a procedures automated quality assessment is required. Automatic assessment procedure is regarded as an objective evaluation and is useful in many applications where it is necessary to evaluate the visual effects that occur in images during acquisition, processing, transmission, compression and archiving. With a software implementation, time of the assessment is reduced from days and weeks to a few seconds.
The main objective of automatic assessment of the quality of pictures/videos is to obtain predictions that are in good correlation with the average subjective assessment (MOS -Mean Opinion scope). The ideal objective measurement of quality assessment should be applicable in various types of distortion that quantitatively include varying degrees of distortion and consider the distribution of errors that occur. In practical applications in addition to the above-mentioned conditions computational complexity is also important [11, 12] . The index describes the structural similarity of image quality by comparing local correlation of luminance, contrast, and structure between the source and test images.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The results of the first analysis or comparative analysis of the edges detection algorithms seen through the prism of the band of detail level is given in Figures 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7.
The behavior of different edge detecting algorithms in an extremely low level of detail is shown in Fig. 1 . As can be appreciated by almost all algorithms the highest level of information about similarities is in the eighth bit, except for Prewit algorithm. Also, it may be concluded that in the detection of the edges, Sobel and Canny operators are required to be taken into account in the 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 bit, because there is 98% of the amount of edge information. Laplacian and Roberts operator in terms of the edges are defined in 5, 6 and 8 bit. 3 provides a comparative overview of algorithms for Low Level of Detail. It is very important to note that for Sobel operator of bit levels 5, 6, 7, and define more than 90% of the useful information, while for all other algorithms, it is necessary to observe from 5 to 8 bits. For a medium level of detail given in Fig. 4 , all algorithms can be defined with more than 85% of the information on edges in bit-planes 6, 7 and 8, while th e Laplacian can be defined through 6 and 8 bit. This information can significantly reduce processing time/comparisons in the use of algorithms to detect edges in the middle level of detail. Appraisal, that two or three bits carry a much larger part of the information about the edges in comparison with other bits, can affect the optimization of some image processing system. The high level of detail given in Fig. 5 speaks of the high degree of concentration of information about the edges in 6, 7 and 8 bit. It is necessary, in this area to pay attention to the Canny operator and concentration of information in 8 bit because there is 56% of the information. On the other hand, for Sobel operator in this case is necessary to take in the full extent because 32% of information is within the first 5 bits. In order to avoid borderline cases, extremely low and extremely high level detail areas are separately evaluated. When it comes to extra high level of detail Laplacian, Prewit and Roberts is possible to observe the last three bits, while other operators should be treated based on all eight bits. This extreme situation suggests the difference in detection mode for images with extreme level of details. The second segment of analysis included an analysis of each operator individually for the characteristic image for each band level of detail. In this analysis, it can be more clearly determined, the concentration ratio of edges information for each bit of the image. As you can notice the Laplacian operator for edge detection, 78% of the information of the image edges are in the 5, 6 and 8 bit. Regarding this, it may be proposed for future tests, that in these situations when using Laplacian operator only three bits mentioned are used, with the evaluation of detection/recognition of 78%. Roberts operator suggests a bit different situation. In fact, 55% of complete information about the edges are 6 and 8 bit bit-level. While along with bits 4, 5 and 7, it is higher than 90%.
Canny operator for detection of edge as one of the derivatives of Sobel operator, provides insight into the analysis of complete spectrum of the level of detail in Fig.  9 . The first to notice is ratio between these operators and low and extremely low level of detail. In the extremely low level of detail, almost all bits must be considered for the purpose of an analysis/comparison. Whereas, for a low level of detail only 7 and 8 bit are considered. Other values are far lower, and for image analysis with this operator all bits must be taken into account. Sobel edge detection operator as one of the most often cited in research papers is given in Fig. 12 . Viewed through all image characteristic of the complete spectrum of level of detail, it can be clearly concluded that nearly all bits must be processed to get the desired information. In this case, the smallest exception can be made, and in potential work with bits with Sobel detection optionally 1 and in some cases 7 bit may be neglected. These individual cases are related to high and extra high level of detail. Fig. 12 . Canny Edge Detection.
CONCLUSION
Present research work provided the analysis of different types of digital images edge detection operators, through a complete spectrum of level of detail divided into certain categories. The analysis unambiguously showed some significant results that can be used in the optimization of certain systems that use a base with a large number of images. Future research will move toward possibilities that images used in forensics or in photogrammetry be optimized for operation in the existing system thus reducing processing time.
